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Dear Hearing Officers and WaterFix Hearing Team,
Attached are errata exhibits to the rebuttal materials filed by DWR for the CA WaterFix water rights hearing Part 1
Rebuttal. The errata, while not substantive, do reflect changes made for clarity and document completeness. The
hearing listserve received an email from Ms. Nikkel yesterday (4/17/2017) listing some of the errata included here.
Also included are change indexes for each modified exhibit and a revised exhibit index for the WaterFix Hearing Team.
To summarize what you are receiving, the changes include:
1. DWR‐6 with formatting and clarity corrections to the powerpoint slides of Mr. Bednarski.
2. DWR‐8 with additional citation to written testimony and exhibits and corrections to references in Dr. Bryan’s
powerpoint that did not reflect the content of DWR‐653.
3. DWR‐50 with corrected graphic legends to the powerpoint of Dr. Nader‐Tehrani.
4. DWR‐79 with corrected graphic legends to the written testimony of Dr. Nader‐Tehrani.
5. DWR‐86 with a signature for the written testimony of Mr. Munevar.
6. DWR‐671, a previously missing exhibit that provides other parties with the context of statements made in DWR‐
86. This does not modify the substance of DWR‐86 but is provided for the Hearing Officers and other parties to
know the full content of the referenced email.
7. DWR‐672, a previously missing exhibit that provides other parties with the MBK draft report referenced in DWR‐
670. This does not modify the substance of DWR‐670 but is provided for the Hearing Officers and other parties
to know the full content of the referenced report.
Ms. Nikkel also referenced DWR‐34, which is an exhibit listed in the March 23, 2017 file index submitted by DWR. As
noted by the Hearing Team, this file was not included in DWR’s submission. DWR‐34 was not intended to be submitted
and has been removed in subsequent exhibit indexes. Should any DWR witness wish to reference materials during his or
her oral summary it will be to exhibits or testimony previously submitted.
This email is electronically served upon the parties indicated in the revised service list dated March 30, 2017. A hard
copy will be served upon Clifton Court LP at the earliest opportunity and a separate proof of service filed with the
WaterFix Hearing Team.
Regards,
Tripp Mizell
Sr. Attorney, Office of the Chief Counsel
California Department of Water Resources
Office 1118‐B
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
o: (916) 653‐7533
c: (949) 395‐4444
James.Mizell@water.ca.gov
This email is confidential and may be subject to confidentiality rules under the attorney work product or attorney client
communication privileges. If you have received this email in error, please inform the sender and delete it.
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